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SHOWCASE YOUR COMPANY’S THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
TO OUR AUDIENCE OF SECURITY DECISION MAKERS
TECHNOLOGY HANDBOOKS

SP&T’s Technology Handbooks are digital magazines that focus on a specific product or service within the security industry. Each Technology Handbook
provides focused advertising and editorial exposure to companies looking to reach dealers, installers, system integrators, specifiers and consultants.
With its digital-only format, Technology Handbooks are an innovative, educational, multi-platform, interactive and cost-effective content marketing tool that
security professionals in Canada use as a resource to stay ahead of the game.

Content Promotion

2018 LINE UP
➢

Each of SP&T’s 2018 Technology Handbooks will be promoted via:

MARCH - RESIDENTIAL
SECURITY

➢

Ad Close: Aug. 15
Ad Material Due: Aug. 17

Ad Close: Feb. 14
Ad Material Due: Feb. 16

➢

SEPTEMBER - ACCESS CONTROL

➢

MAY - CENTRAL STATIONS

NOVEMBER - CCTV
Ad Close: Nov. 16
Ad Material Due: Nov. 20

Ad Close: May 16
Ad Material Due: May 18

➢ Online ads on sptnews.ca
sent to 7,364 opt-in subscribers
➢ Twitter: @SecurityEd
➢ Dedicated e-blasts sent to e-Update
subscribers

➢ SP&T’s weekly e-Update newsletter

Content Deliverables & Benefits
Advertisers in each Technology Handbooks receive the following:

➢ Full page ad – 8” x 10-3/4”
➢ 500-600 word article, posted
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Keep Multi-Tenant Buildings Safe and Secure
with Video Door Entry Systems
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xperts agree security begins at
the building entry. That is why
they recommend always keeping doors locked at apartment and
condominium buildings, independent living facilities and student
housing.
Many visitors, including delivery
and service personnel, still require
access. However, buildings are safer
when residents determine their
intent before they enter. What is
needed is a safe and convenient way
for tenants to see and speak with
visitors before making the decision
to remotely open the door, granting
access to the rest of the building.
More cities are reaching the same conclusion and
adopting
building codes requiring video intercoms at multi-tenant
lobby
entrances. The GT Series video intercom from
Aiphone is the
ideal solution to meet these requirements.
When a visitor pushes the call button on an
exterior GT
Series entry station, the appropriate tenant is
notified. Direct
calls to tenant stations can be answered only
within the residence, ensuring all visitors will be properly screened.
If there is
doubt about visitors’ intention, tenants can push
an alert button
on their unit to immediately notify the system’s
guard station
and summon help.
The door station’s wide 170-degree camera provides
sharp
images for identification. A white illumination
LED helps capture quality video at night. Entry stations are built
for any type
of weather and are available with card readers and
keyless entry
pads for regular access.
Whether choosing the tenant stations in the
7-inch slimdesign or the 3.5-inch LCD screens, both provide
PTZ (pantilt-zoom) camera controls to help clearly identify
visitors. Five
station designs are available to suit the needs of
each apartment,
condominium or dorm room.
Guard stations allow concierge and security
staff to also
screen visitors, control secondary entries and
assist tenants as
needed. The GT Series accommodates up to
500 tenant, 16
entrance and four guard stations.
Matthew Arnold is president of Academy Mailbox,
one of
New York City’s leading dealers and installers
of residential
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video intercom systems for multitenant buildings. He said the GT
Series is his go-to choice.
“It’s a well-designed product
that saves us time on installation
and tenant training,” he said. “And
the proven reliability avoids costly, time-consuming service calls.
Also, we can choose the all-inone entrance station or select from
modular components to create a
solution fitting the aesthetics and/
or budgets of any building, including lobbies, garages and secondary
entries.”
The units are a simple, wired
intercom solution, eliminating the
need and added expense of a telephone line. GT
Series components can be homerun or loop-wired back to
the bus control
units, using a pair of wires for the audio signal
and a pair for
the video. All wires terminate at the control units
located within
the building, rather than at the exterior entrance
stations —
providing an additional layer of security. A video
line out allows
GT Series cameras to securely record lobby video
onto a video
management system (VMS).
Coming this summer, look for even more from
the GT
Series as Aiphone announces improvements
in networking,
system connectivity and other convenient enhancements.
Aiphone’s new IP bus control unit will allow multiple
GT
Series systems to link together over a network,
centralizing
security by connecting buildings and guard stations
at command centers or property management offices.
Dorm rooms
will be able to quickly connect to Security, even
if located across
campus.
To see the system in action or to learn more about
the GT
Series, visit http://goo.gl/DvYd0m
Aiphone Corporate
Headquarters
6670 185th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
800-692-0200

www.aiphone.com

Aiphone Canadian Office
400 St. Martin West Blvd
Suite 200
Laval, QC H7M 3Y8
866-663-1240
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GT Series
INTRUSION
multi-tenant video door entry
The finishing touch for building
security at every budget level.
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THE MARKET

Learn more by visiting

http://goo.gl/zXRret
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Is Your Wireless Solution Truly Secure?

Latest Control Panel Technology
Delivers Greater Security

ecure people and property with the latest
control panel technology designed for
integrated security solutions. With
intrusion detection and access control
capabilities as well as IP video and home
or business automation integration capabilities, modern security control panels deliver
complete security with only one system to
learn, use and maintain. This allows
security dealers and integrators to
provide added value for their customers and gain new opportunities for
increased revenue.
Take, for example, a company that
has integrated intrusion detection and
access control to understand some of
the possibilities. When an employee presents access credentials at the
facility entrance, not only does the
door unlock, but the intrusion detection system can automatically disarm.
Adding video provides situational
awareness when other control panel events
occur. If someone tampers with a motion
detector, the intrusion detection system can
trigger a nearby camera to send a video snapshot via email or text to the facility manager
or business owner.
Cameras equipped with video analytics can
also initiate intrusion detection system events
when predefined alarms are triggered. An analytic alert
can immediately fault a corresponding point on the system’s
control panel.
This prompts the control panel to communicate
the alarm
to the central station or to send video snapshots
to the user.
Video analytics can alert to potential security
risks before or
as they occur—such as detecting loitering in a
parking lot or
a perimeter breach after hours.
The examples described here demonstrate how
an integrated solution can increase facility security and
make systems
easier to use. The benefits are clear and the
technology to
integrate full security control into one system
exists today
with B Series Control Panels.
B Series Control Panels support up to 100
users, 96

points and 6 areas, 4 doors, and 6 IP cameras. The panels also feature on-board
Ethernet with support for both IPv4 and
IPv6 as well as a plug-in communication
module to protect the users’ investment
as technology changes.
B Series Control Panels enable
dealers and integrators to build recurring monthly revenue (RMR) with
options for personal notifications—like the text message
or email alerts mentioned
earlier—as well as home
or business automation
capabilities. Integration
with Z-Wave devices—
including lighting controls, door locks and
temperature sensors—
enable automation and
remote monitoring.
Mobile apps also add
RMR opportunities, as
users can control B Series
systems from an iOS or
Android device. This allows
arming or disarming the system or area, controlling monitored points or doors, and viewing live video from IP cameras integrated with
the panel.
Mobile command and control of the system via
smart phones
or tablets keeps end users connected even when
they’re away
from the site.
B Series are flexible systems that provide optimum
performance and protection for a wide range of building
configurations. Choose B Series panels for office buildings,
schools,
retail stores, banks, and many more applications.
Learn more
at www.boschsecurity.us/bseries

6955 Creditview Road
Mississauga, ON L5N 1R1

www.boschsecurity.us

B Series

Integrated Security Solutions

Security Simplified
B Series Control Panels
More than just an intrusion panel–the B Series
oﬀers one simple
solution for today’s complex life safety needs.
And now, the B Series
panels are approved as ULC-S559 Fire Alarm
Signal Communicators.

opposite ad (article to include logo
and one other graphic); article can
focus on thought leadership,
company expertise, technology
and security solutions, or consist
of a company profile, case study or
Q&A interview with a company
representative

➢ Embedded rich-media element
(e.g., video, slide show)

➢ Lead generation report that
consists of full contact information
in an Excel file — excluding e-mail
addresses — from those who
clicked on your company’s link
within the e-blast we send
promoting the Technoloy
Handbooks issue

Cost: $930

Integrate intrusion, access control, IP video,

and home or business
automation, and communicate fire alarm signals
with B Series. This
increases security and reduces complexity
for you and your
customers. Options for personal notifications,
mobile app control,
and automation capabilities also create recurring
monthly revenue
for your business.
Learn more at boschsecurity.us/bseries
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